J5630 JING TIAN LONG HU BAO (HONG KONG, 1990)
(Other titles: Deadly China dolls; Lethal panther)

Credits: director, Godfrey Ho; writers, Charles Ng, Simon Fong.
Cast: Maria Jo, Yoko Miyamoto, Sibelle Hu, Lawrence Ng.
Summary: Action/adventure film set in the contemporary Philippines. Vietnamese refugee Eileen (Jo) and Japanese sexpot Amy (Miyamoto) are top female assassins hired separately and without each other’s knowledge to perform the same hit, the killing of a Chinese gang boss ordered by his nephew Albert. Afterwards, the women are contracted to kill one another, thus eliminating all witnesses. Instead, they escape and seek revenge on Albert. CIA agent Betty Lee (Hu) is thrust into this quagmire of family rivalry, assassination, betrayal and revenge as she fights to stop Charles Wong, the Chinese boss of the most powerful crime family in the Philippines, from flooding the United States with counterfeit one-hundred dollar bills.